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Thesis Title: Multi-Objective Optimization: Algorithm Development and Applications in
Rubber Technology

Abstract

Evolutionary computation is becoming the most proven method for Global optimization of
complex problems. Among them, Genetic Algorithm (GA) has become more popular being
robust, flexible and relatively efficient. However, GAs are computationally more expensive
than the classical methods and hence suitable mainly for the off-line applications. Moreover,
the GAs are naturally designed for unconstrained problems and hence require additional mech-
anism for constraint handling. GAs can handle single and multi-objective optimization prob-
lems. Even with the developments in the computational powers of computers, solving the
complex multi-objective problems requires very long time. There is always a need for devel-
opment of robust and computationally efficient algorithms for large and complex problems.
This research focuses on upgrading the GA to enhance the convergence and constraint han-
dling capabilities for multi-objective optimization. The proposed approaches are tested by
benchmark test functions and further validated using rubber extruder screw design application.

A mathematical model for rubber extrusion is developed using finite difference technique
considering temperature dependent viscosity modelled using Carreau-Yasuda model. This
model is used for optimization of screw design parameters and temperature profile simulta-
neously to maximize throughput minimizing power consumption. The temperatures of the
material under process within the extruder and residence time distribution of product are also
tracked for assured quality of product. The screw helix angle, channel depth, and screw
speed are used as manipulated design parameters along with barrel temperature profile. Best
screw geometry, screw speed and barrel temperature profile are obtained using proposed multi-
objective optimization algorithm. These multiple optimum solutions assist the decision maker
in selecting an appropriate design which is the best according to his needs.
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1 Brief description on the state of the art of the research topic

Multi-Objective Optimization(MOO) is a class, which deals with multiple conflicting objectives

simultaneously. MOO problems with conflicting objectives will have a set of solutions (represent-

ing trade-offs among the objectives), which are called pareto optimal solutions, of which none can

be said to be better than the others with respect to all objectives. Usually the decision makers want

a small set of solutions to make a choice among them. The challenge is to provide them with a set,

as small as possible, that represents the whole set of choices, but to compute this set in an efficient

way.

Rubber extrusion process consists of pushing blend by means of screw extruder through feed-

ing channels and extrusion dies of relatively complex geometry. The channels are used to condition

the rubber flow parameters (velocity, temperature) and to distribute the flow rate of different blends

in the case of co-extrusion. The extrusion die orifice has to be designed to produce profile with

the required geometry. The process involves several complex phenomena: complex rheological

behaviour, fluid flow with free surfaces, etc. The critical part of extruder is a screw. The extruder

screw lies at the heart of many processing methods. It is obviously one of the most crucial parts

of a single screw extruder. Optimization of extrusion includes selection of the operating and ge-

ometrical variables that maximize mass output maintaining quality and minimize the remaining

(in order to save energy, increase efficiency and avoid polymer degradation, respectively). [1].

The objective of screw design is to deliver the largest amount of output at minimum energy needs.

Unfortunately high output & mixing quality are, to some extent, conflicting requirements. The He-

lix angle is the most important parameter effecting a performance of screw. It affects throughput

and power consumption. Discharge pressure also depends upon helix angle. Increasing the screw

speed throughput increases. Too high speed will result in greater temperature variation and poor

mixing and thus deteriorated quality of products. Effect of different design parameters, operating

parameters and material properties on conflicting performance parameters: throughput and power

for a single screw extruder is investigated formulating multi-objective optimization problem.

2 Definition of the Problem

Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a widely accepted population based stochastic optimization technique

for single and multi-objective optimization problems. Though, it is more computationally expen-

sive algorithm compared to the gradient based algorithms, it is preferred tool for complex functions

and off-line analysis because of its capability of providing potentially global optimum solution. GA
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is either binary coded, wherein the real values of population members are encoded in binaries (0,

1), or real value coded, wherein the population members are represented as real values. There are

four steps in a GA for both real coded or binary coded namely initiation, selection, mutation, and

crossover. GA starts with a randomly generated population of initial guess values of all the decision

variables uniformly spread over the entire solution space. This population of multiple members is

then processed through recombination and/or mutation to add diversity in the population to obtain

better offspring. In every generation of GA, mutation and crossover operations are performed to

add diversity in the population members [2]. This new population has potential to provide bet-

ter fitness value compared to the parent generation. The fitter members of parent and offspring

populations survive to the next generations, which then go through the crossover and mutation

process once again after selection step depending upon their fitness values. Thus, while crossover

and mutation operators add diversity in the population leading to high probability of convergence

to global optimum solution, selection method guides the GA to achieve appropriate convergence.

GAs are criticised for their slow convergence rate but are appreciated for their capacity to handle

complex problems.

Though there are many tuning parameters in GAs, determining proper values of parameters is

crucial. Choosing a population size too small increases the risk of converging to a local minimum,

on the other hand a larger population has a greater chance of finding the global minimum at the

expense of more CPU time. Same way accuracy of encoding decision variables plays crucial role in

binary coded GA. Choosing shorter chromosomes has more probability of exploring search space

during initialization, and evolution (crossover and mutation) stages. We in this work propose

to use two parallel populations, one binary coded and one real coded. Binary coded population

is exploited to scan search space using shorter binary chromosome lengths and real population

is explored for convergence with desired accuracy. The binary population takes care of global

searching and supports the real population to escape any local optima. The proposed binary real

coded hybrid algorithm to explore search space is presented as Parallel Universe Alien GA

Rubber extrusion process consists of pushing blend by means of screw extruder through feed-

ing channels and extrusion dies of relatively complex geometry. The channels are used to condition

the rubber flow parameters (velocity, temperature) and to distribute the flow rate of different blends

in the case of co-extrusion. The extrusion die orifice has to be designed to produce profile with

the required geometry. The process involves several complex phenomena: complex rheological

behaviour, fluid flow with free surfaces, etc. The critical part of extruder is designing a screw. The

extruder screw lies at the heart of many processing methods. It is obviously one of the most crucial

parts of a single screw extruder. Optimization of extrusion includes selection of the operating and

geometrical variables that maximize mass output maintaining quality and minimize the remaining

(in order to save energy, increase efficiency and avoid polymer degradation, respectively). Effect
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of different design parameters, operating parameters and material properties on performance of a

single screw extruder can be simulated and optimized.

3 Objective and Scope of work

Considering the literature gap identified the current research focuses on the following three objec-

tives:

• Generating GA for multi-objective optimization problem, which has high probability of pro-

viding global optimum solution at the same time in less computational time.

• The above developed algorithm will be tested using benchmark multi-objective optimization

problems.

• The algorithm will be tested on Extruder design optimization for maximization of throughput

and minimization of power consumption and betterment of selected properties, all conflicting

objectives.

As a part of our PhD study we propose to develop GA program with modifications in the ex-

isting algorithm to make it more robust and efficient. We will test the developed program with

benchmark test functions. The multi-objective optimization application for throughput maximiza-

tion and power minimization will be developed and solved using proposed algorithm.

4 Original contribution by the thesis

We developed hypothesis to modify GA using two sub-populations, one real coded and another,

binary coded. We call the concept of Parallel Universe having different encoding. Best members

from binary coded population known as Alien members will go to real coded population and

take part in evolution. Alien will transfer the information from one sub-population (universe) to

another; we call this concept as Parallel Universe Alien GA (PUALGA). This approach increases

robustness without any additional computational burden by combining the capacity of both, binary

and real coded GAs. In fact, dividing the population in sub-population will reduce the calculations

needed for sorting and selection and hence will increase the overall efficiency of the algorithm.

Though, the proposed algorithm can be used with any population based evolutionary optimization,

we choose to use GA to demonstrate the clear benefits of the proposed concept of hybridization.

The algorithm flowchart for the proposed Parallel Universe Alien GA (PUALGA) is presented in

Fig. (1).
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Figure 1: Parallel Universe Alien GA Evolution Scheme

We have also developed a generalized constraint handling approach for population based EAs

using Boundary Inspection (BI) approach. The BI approach converts every infeasible member to

a feasible one during the evolution process. The algorithm attempts to move infeasible point in a

direction joining an infeasible point and a feasible point such that we reach within feasible area.

At every generation using this approach all infeasible members are converted to feasible members

by moving towards randomly selected feasible point. The parameter deciding the location of the

new point is used from a predefined pool of values based on its success history.

A randomly created population is classified in two groups, namely feasible and infeasible ones.

For every member from the infeasible group, one member from feasible group is selected ran-

domly. The BI approach can be applied using half moves as demonstrated in the Fig. (2 a). Point

R is the worst point selected from infeasible group and point S is the corresponding point selected

from feasible group. Point N1 is located moving R towards S in the direction joining R and S , half

the distance between point R and S . The point N1 is not feasible, hence further half distance move

from N1 is carried out, reaching to N2. That point is also not feasible hence we move to point N3

moving half distance towards S , which is a feasible point. We apply this procedure to all infeasible

point and convert them to feasible point at every generation of evolution.

We propose to use an predefined ensemble of parameter λ to locate the new point on the line

joining an infeasible point and the corresponding feasible point selected as shown in Fig. (2 b).

Each value in the ensemble is given equal opportunity during initial learning period. The success
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Figure 2: Boundary Inspection Approach

count by each value in the learning period is converted to success probability, which is used in the

next learning period. During the learning period the success probability is kept constant. Value of

parameter λ to locate the new point is selected based on its success probability. Thus the value of

parameter λ generating feasible point will automatically prefeed over the value failing. This will

avoid the parameter tuning during evolution and problem specific tuning to the algorithm.

For each infeasible member R, one member, S from feasible population is selected randomly.

A new point, N dividing the line joining point S and infeasible point, R in the λ : 1 ratio is obtained

such that it is feasible. The division ratio is selected from a predefined pool of λ values based of

past performance history. An ensemble of possible values of ratio λ used are [-0.6, -0.3, 0.3, 0.6,

1, 1.5, 2].

A mathematical model for rubber extrusion is developed using finite difference technique con-

sidering temperature dependent viscosity modelled using Carreau-Yasuda model. The model so-

lution algorithm is also proposed and tested to converge velocity and temperature profiles within

extruder channel. This validated model is used for optimization of screw design parameters and

temperature profile simultaneously to maximize throughput minimizing power consumption. The

temperatures of the material under process within the extruder and residence time distribution of

product are also tracked for assured quality of product. The screw helix angle, channel depth, and

screw speed are used as manipulated design parameters along with barrel temperature profile. Best

screw geometry, screw speed and barrel temperature profile are obtained using the proposed multi-

objective optimization algorithm. These multiple optimum solutions assist the decision maker in

selecting an appropriate design which is the best according to his needs.

5 Methodology of Research, Results and discussions

The proposed unconstrained Parallel Universe Alien GA (PUALGA) algorithm and Boundary In-

spection (BI) approach for constraint handlingis are implemented in Matlab R2018a. we have
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used ZDT (from Zitzler-Deb-Thiele’s study [3]) test problems [ZDT 1, ZDT2, ZDT3, ZDT4, and

ZDT6] to test performance of the proposed PUALGA algorithm. All the problems have two ob-

jective functions, which are to be minimized. Each test function presents certain difficulties for

multi-objective optimisation. For testing the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed BI ap-

proach for constraint handling with EAs, we use three two-objective constrained optimization test

problems with known pareto optimal solutions. The three test problems are namely, Constr-Ex ,

BNH (Binh and Korn 1997) , OSY (Osyczka and Kundu 1995). All the problems have two ob-

jective functions, which are to be minimized. Each test function presents certain difficulties for

constrained multi-objective optimisation. The detailed discussion of the problem and its solution

are available in [2].

The general performance criteria for the multi-objective optimization algorithms are: (1) Ac-

curacy - how close the generated non-dominated solutions are to the best known prediction. (2)

Coverage - how many different non-dominated solutions are generated and how well they are dis-

tributed. (3) Variance for every objective - which is the maximum range of non-dominated front,

covered by the generated solutions. Performance metrics are important performance assessment

measure, which also allow us to compare algorithms and to adjust their parameters for better re-

sults. They are classified in three categories, metrics evaluating closeness to the pareto optimal

front (convergence), metrics evaluating distribution (diversity) amongst non-dominated solutions

and metrics evaluating convergence and diversity [2]. Two critical issues normally taken into con-

sideration while evaluating performance of multi objective optimization algorithms are: distance

between obtained solutions and, spread and uniformity among the obtained solutions. We use

generational distance (GD) metric as measure for convergence to true pareto front and the spread

metric to represent the distribution of solutions in the pareto front.

Generational distance is an average distance of the solutions to the true pareto front. For a set

Q of N solutions from a known set of the pareto optimal set P∗, the Generational Distance (GD), γ

is defined as follows,

γ =

(∑|Q|
i=1 dp

i

)1/p

|Q|
(1)

where Q represents solution set having |Q| members. we use p=2 and di is minimum distance

between the member in solution set and nearest member is true pareto set, which is defined as.

di = min

√√
M∑

m=1

( f (i)
m − f ∗(k)

m )
2

(2)

where M represents number of objectives, i and k represent member index in solution set and
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true pareto set respectively.

f ∗(k)
m is the mth objective function value of the kth member of P∗ and f (i)

m is the correspond-

ing objective function value from the true pareto front. When the objective function values are

of different order or magnitudes, they should be normalized by an appropriate weighing factor in

defining the distance, di.

The spread matrix is defined as follows,

∆ =

∑M
m=1 de

m +
∑|Q|

i=1 |di − d̄|∑M
m=i de

m + |Q|d̄
(3)

where, de
m is the distances between the extreme solutions and the boundary solutions of the ob-

tained non-dominated solution set Q from the known end solutions of known solution set P∗. The

parameter di is the distance measured between the neighbouring solutions and d is the mean value

of this distance measure. Note that the maximum value of ∆ can be greater than one. Though, a

good distribution would make all distances di equal to d and would make de
m = 0. Thus, the most

widely and uniformly spread of the non-dominated solutions result to the zero value of ∆. For any

other distribution, the value of the metric would be greater than zero.

There are some metrics which evaluates closeness and diversity. They are Hypervolume, at-

tainable surface based statistical metric, weighted metric, non-dominated evaluation metric, and

Inverted Generational Distance (IGD). IGD is a well known and widely accepted performance

measure, which accounts convergence and distribution both. Let P∗ be a set of uniformly dis-

tributed true pareto optimal solutions and A is the obtained solution set, then IGD value is the

average distance from P∗ to A. Note that the smaller the IGD value, better is the performance of

the MOO algorithm. We use IGD metric for performance comparison of results obtained using

different constrained MOO algorithms.

Genetic Algorithm Program developed in MATLAB is used in this work. It uses single point

crossover and binary mutation for binary population evolution. It uses tournament selection, sim-

ulated binary crossover, SBX (with ηc = 20, crossover probability 0.90) and non-uniform mutation

(with b = 4, mutation probability 1/n) for real population evolution. It uses non-dominated sorting

along with elitism survival selection operators for both binary and real coded GA. The PUALGA

uses same binary and real coded GA operators along with alien operator to exchange information

between populations. All MOO programs use non-dominated sorting, crowding distance calcula-

tion and binary tournament selection operators as recommended in the NSGA-II [4]. The jumping

gene GA uses randomly created five bit chromosome with probability of 0.2 [5]. The decision

variables, their upper and lower limits for all the problems are taken as used in [4]. Population
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size is 100 for all test problems. Since techniques used are stochastic optimization technique, it

does not converge to the same solution every time even with the same initial population. Hence,

we carried out twenty simulation runs for every test problem with different initial population and

average results are presented for the comparison of the algorithms.

Since the selected test problems have known true pareto fronts, it is possible to evaluate con-

vergence. Key result plots for critical test functions are only presented here. Convergence metric γ

for ZDT4 test functions are presented in Fig. (3). Three to ten times faster convergence is observed

for PUALGA for all the test functions. The statistical analysis in Table 1 also conforms consistent

better performance of PUALGA compared to other all algorithms. The statistical analysis pre-

sented is at the end of 250 generations for ZDT1, ZDT2, ZDT3 and 250 generations for ZDT4 and

ZDT6 test functions.
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Figure 3: Generation wise convergence metric γ (average of 20 runs) for ZDT4 test function

Table 1: Statastical analysis of convergence metric γ for 20 simulation runs
Problem binGA realGA jgGA PUALGA

ZDT1
mean 0.0021 0.1148 0.0105 0.0010
std 0.0005 0.0323 0.0033 0.0001

ZDT2
mean 0.0016 0.2342 0.0136 0.0009
std 0.0003 0.0683 0.0039 0.0001

ZDT3
mean 0.0026 0.0525 0.0042 0.0025
std 0.0002 0.0228 0.0006 0.0002

ZDT4
mean 0.0025 4.8790 0.1295 0.0007
std 0.0004 2.3012 0.1144 0.0001

ZDT6
mean 0.0029 0.0027 0.0027 0.0068
std 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0097

The diversity metric, ∆ represents spread of solutions. It is a measure of distribution of solution

along Pareto front. Zero value of the diversity metric indicates solutions are uniformly distributed
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covering full range of true front; smaller the value, better the spread. The generation wise progress

of diversity metric, ∆ is presented in Fig. 4. The figure clearly indicates that distribution is also

observed to be the best for PUALGA compared to all other algorithms.
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Figure 4: Distribution and coverage of pareto front as spread metric ∆ (average of 20 runs) for
ZDT3 test function

The statistical analysis of distribution and coverage of pareto front are presented in Table 2.

The statistical analysis presented is at the end of 250 generations for ZDT1, ZDT2, ZDT3 and 250

generations for ZDT4 and ZDT6 test functions. The results indicate that PUALGA performance is

observed to be better in terms of convergence, distribution and coverage all the three criteria. To

represent the same information on pareto front an intermediate pareto front for one of the run is

presented for ZDT4 test function in Fig. 5. The figure clearly shows that PUALGA population has

already converged at 200 generations, where as other algorithms are away from true pareto front.

Table 2: Statasical analysis of distribution and coverage as spread metric, ∆ for 20 simulation runs
Problem binGA realGA jgGA PUALGA

ZDT1
mean 0.3733 1.0443 0.5670 0.3827
std 0.0329 0.1360 0.0807 0.0262

ZDT2
mean 0.3599 1.3100 0.8082 0.3766
std 0.0322 0.1246 0.1110 0.0277

ZDT3
mean 0.5516 1.1660 0.7838 0.5514
std 0.0231 0.1118 0.1053 0.0335

ZDT4
mean 0.3845 0.7346 0.5856 0.3892
std 0.0328 0.0467 0.3691 0.0380

ZDT6
mean 0.3492 0.2878 0.2817 0.4836
std 0.0318 0.0300 0.0330 0.2748

The PUALGA algorithm implemented in MATLAB using non-dominated sorting and elite

survival selection operator for MOO is used to evaluate three constraint handling approaches. The

population size is kept as 100 for all the test problems. We carried out twenty simulation runs

for every test problem with distinct initial populations and a statistical analysis is presented for

the comparison study of various algorithms. Number of function evaluations (NFEs) and number
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Figure 5: Pareto front for ZDT4 test function at the end of 200 generations

of constraint evaluations (NCEs) are the two important measures for evaluating the computational

expense of any constrained optimization algorithm. Performance metric IGD values are presented

as the functions of NFEs and NCEs for the augmented penalty, ignore infeasible and boundary in-

spection to compare the computational performance. The method proposed converts all infeasible

solutions in to feasible solutions and consistently showed better performance for all the three test

functions.

Modelling and simulation is exhaustively explored to assist engineers in enhancing designs,

but complex processing requirements along with complex behaviours of polymers has limited its

application in polymer processing area [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. With recent advancements in computa-

tional powers and modelling simulation tools, computations for polymer processing has become

feasible. Extrusion is an important polymer processing equipment for rubber, plastic and food in-

dustries. A mathematical model for rubber extrusion is developed using finite difference technique

considering temperature dependent viscosity modelled using Carreau-Yasuda model. The model

solution algorithm is also proposed and tested to converge velocity and temperature profiles within

extruder channel. This validated model is used for optimization of screw design parameters and

temperature profile simultaneously to maximize throughput minimizing power consumption. The

temperatures of the material under process within the extruder and residence time distribution of

product are also tracked for assured quality of product. The screw helix angle, channel depth, and

screw speed are used as manipulated design parameters along with barrel temperature profile. Best

screw geometry, screw speed and barrel temperature profile are obtained using multi-objective op-

timization algorithm. These multiple optimum solutions assist the decision maker in selecting an

appropriate design which is the best according to his needs.

Rubber extrusion process consists of pushing compound by means of screw through feeding

channels and die. The channels are used to condition the rubber flow parameters (velocity, temper-

ature) and to distribute the flow rate of different blends in the case of co-extrusion. The critical part

of extruder is designing a screw, which lies at the heart of extruder. Optimization of extrusion in-
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cludes selection of the operating and geometrical variables that maximize mass output maintaining

quality with minimum energy demand. All these objectives are conflicting with each other hence

it is a good MOO problem to investigate. We review different modelling approaches to develop an

extruder model to optimize rubber extruder screw design [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. We formulate

MOO problem considering, throughput maximization, energy consumption minimization and res-

idence time distribution as three objectives. The design parameters considered are the screw helix

angle φ, screw channel height H, screw rotation speed N and barrel temperature profile Tb. The

three objective MOO problem formulated is represented as follows

max f1 = Q

min f2 = E

min f3 = IRTDdev

φ,H,N,Tb

(4)

The fully developed velocity profile at entrance of metering section is shown in Fig. (6). The

velocity component in x and z directions along channel height H are shown at the figure. The

velocity in the x direction clearly reflects that the net flow in x direction is zero. The distribution of

velocity in the z direction shows the contribution to the net flow in z direction. The total net flow

at any location along z direction is always equal to Q.

Temperature profile along extruder metering section length and channel height is plotted as

surface plot in Fig. (7). The temperature profile values are used to detect local heating.

Analytical solutions for RTD calculation considering non-Newtonian flow are not feasible. We

use of the tanks-in-series (TIS) model to analyse non-ideal flow in extruder. The TIS model is a

one parameter model used for reactor analysis and modelling. We analyse the RTD to determine

the number of ideal tanks, n, in series that will give approximately the same RTD. We get n=1
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for perfect mixing and very large value of n indicate ideal plug flow. Residence time distribution

function is plotted at Fig. (8). The distribution of residence time is one of the key parameter in

evaluating performance of extruder screw design.
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The objective of screw design is to deliver the largest amount of output of acceptable quality.

The helix angle is the most important parameter affecting the performance of screw. It affects

throughput, power consumption, mixing and discharge pressure. Throughput can be calculated by

empirical equation (5) suggested by rauwendaal [16] which is used to calculate estimated u, w in

iterative numerical solution procedure.

Q =

(
4 + n

10

)
WHπDN cos φ −

(
1

1 + 2n

)
WH3

4η

(
dp
dz

)
(5)

The throughput is calculated using velocity profile obtained at exit of the extruder channel

using Eq. (6) for MOO solution in this work.

f1 = Q = f (φ,H,N,Tb) = W
∫ H

0
wdy (6)

The energy consumed by the extruder screw is subtotal of energy consumed for viscous heating,

for increase in pressure and kinetic energy [17]. Kinetic energy is very very small compared
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to the other energy components, hence the total energy consumed E is considered as sum total

of energy consume for viscous energy dissipation in screw channel Evsc, in Screw tip Evst, and

increasing pressure Ep. The multi-objective optimization problem formulated is solved using

PUALGA algorithm to get pareto solutions for maximization of throughput minimizing energy

demand. The resultant pareto front obtained at the end of 300 generation for a population size of

100 is plotted at Fig. 9. The conflicting nature of two objectives, throughput and power requirement

for single screw extruder are clearly reflected in the pareto plot. Point C is the Eutopia point for

throughput-power Pareto front. Eutopia point is the best point, which is at minimum distance from

reference point R. The helix angle corresponding to Eutopia point is 35deg. A screw was tested

with help of Pioneer Rubber Industries for this configuration. The experimental results were very

close to the simulation results as shown at Fig. 9, marked as point E.
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Figure 9: Throughput-Power pareto front for single screw extruder

The effect of helix angle on throughput and power requirement is presented in Fig. 10. As helix

angle increases from 25 degree, initially throughput increases at a fast rate, but near 45 degree the

influence of helix angle on throughput reduces. The reverse phenomena is observed in case of

power requirements. This two plots clearly show the conflicting nature of throughput and power

requirements and presents influence of helix angle as manipulated variable.
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6 Achievements with respect to objectives

Objective Achievement
Generating GA for multi-objective opti-
mization problem, which has high prob-
ability of providing global optimum so-
lution at the same time in less computa-
tional time.

Developed PUALGA algorithm Devel-
oped Boundary Inspection approach for
constraint handling in EAs.

The above developed algorithm will be
tested using benchmark multi-objective
optimization problems.

Validated the proposed concept us-
ing benchmark unconstrained and con-
strained test functions for MOO.

The algorithm will be tested on Extruder
design optimization for maximization of
throughput and minimization of power
consumption and betterment of selected
properties, all conflicting objectives.

The Rubber Extruder Screw design MOO
problem formulated and solved using new
developed algorithm.

7 Conclusion

Hybridization of binary and real coded GA is explored to enhanced convergence rate. The focus

of the hybridization is to combine the strengths of both algorithms. Binary encoding has flexibility

of adjusting accuracy of decision variables by adjusting binary chromosome size. The mechanism

of binary encoding gives better exploration of search space using small chromosome size. Use of

small chromosome size supports very good initial convergence but can not converge to true so-

lutions at later stage of evolution. Real coded GA takes up that responsibility of convergence at

that stage. The algorithm uses the concept of parallel population and combined binary and real

GA. Non-dominated sorting is used in all algorithms for survival selection. The advantage of us-

ing two sub populations reduces the complexity of sorting and achieves better results with same

computational efforts (Number of function Evaluations). Though, this concept can be applied for

any population based MOEAs, we show the results under GA framework in this study. The pro-

posed PUALGA has been compared with its native binary and real coded GAs and Jumping Gene

Adaptation of GA. The proposed PUALGA algorithm drastically enhances the initial convergence

rate for all bench mark MOO test problems taking the benefit of exploration capacity of binary

encoding.

Constraint handling is always a critical part in performance of optimization method. Multi-

objective constrained optimization problems are typically very difficult to solve. We are proposing

a new generalized Boundary Inspection (BI) approach based constraint handling mechanism for

population based evolutionary algorithms(EAs). The concept is general and can be used with any

population based EAs, we demonstrate its implemented for Multi-Objective Optimization (MOO)
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in this work. In the proposed algorithm, every infeasible member is projected through the ran-

domly selected feasible member. The selection of parameter which locates the new point on the

line joining infeasible and feasible point is based on success probability history, hence it is auto-

mated avoiding adaptive tuning during the evolution process. The efficacy of the BI approach is

presented using multi-objective PUALGA algorithm and has been tested with three bench mark

test functions and the performance is compared with two popular constraint handling algorithms,

namely augmented penalty function and ignore infeasible.

A mathematical model for rubber extrusion is developed using finite difference technique con-

sidering temperature dependent viscosity modelled using Carreau-Yasuda model. This model is

used for optimization of screw design parameters and temperature profile simultaneously to maxi-

mize throughput minimizing power consumption. The temperatures of the material under process

within the extruder and residence time distribution of product are also tracked for assured qual-

ity of product. The screw helix angle, channel depth, and screw speed are used as manipulated

design parameters along with barrel temperature profile. Best screw geometry, screw speed and

barrel temperature profile are obtained using proposed PUALGA algorithm for multi-objective

optimization.
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